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Bardarash Camp- 2015

( 3 ) Integrated site-housing plans.

In recent years there have been many breakthroughs
in the field of lowcost housing for use in refugee camps.
In many camps, the very design of the housing will
determine the camp plan; thus the term “integrated
site-housing” applies to any plan which is dictated or
greatly influenced by the design of the housing units. One of
the most adaptable designs is depicted in Fig. 13. It utilizes a
completely standard building unit for all the buildings in the
camp, both shelters and administrative structures. The plan
shown is based on an Israeli pre-fab building system, orginally
designed for rapid construction in new settlements. The same
unit can be adapted for use with a tilt-up concrete building
process, or the components can be made of wood. In any case, a

for particular design and planning work, and no pre-set plan can
be made to fit each case. Every camp plan must take into
consideration the situation and terrain, and there is no substitute
for an on-site engineer or planner-in-charge. As noted earlier, a
refugee camp is essentially a town and must be planned and
constructed under the same design criteria but with greater
consideration for the occupants. Town planning techniques
development of
such as cul-de-sac streets, integrated walkways,
Handbook for
Emergencies
perimeter streets, etc., are all adaptable to camps.
If the camp planner uses his imagination, follows a balanced
plan, integrates services and facilities properly, and maximizes
the use of every available material, a decent envlronment can
be built in which refugees can live until they can return to their
homes. And if the camp planner has done his job well, many
former refugee facilities can be converted to other uses by the
host country once they have ceased to house refugees.
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Early Developments and Handbooks
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A Brief History of the Use of the SA for Forced Displacement in KR-I

Between Development, Rupture & Confinement
Modern Villages
( ﻣﺟﻣﻌﺎت ﻋﺻرﯾّﺔ1970-1980)

Coercive Villages / Complexes
( ﻣﺟﻣﻌﺎت ﻗﺳرﯾّﺔ1980-1991).

Housing activities in the
national housing program
of Iraq and generic layout
for the town, developed by
Doxiadis Associates
(Doxiadis Associates &
DBoGI, 1963)
Left: Harir Collective Town – Courtesy to Harir Municipality in (Genat, 2017)
Right: The displacement in 1991 (Middle East Watch, 2007)
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The First Gulf War
The Kurdish Exodus 1991

Kurdish Refugees In Tureky - Boris Spremo photos 1991
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KR-I as a No-Fly Zone

(Veritans. Jones, 2008)

Operation Provide Comfort

(Institute Kurde
DeKurde
Paris,
(Institute
De1992)
Paris, 1992)

(Brown, 1995).
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Relief Camps, Resettlement
& Rehabilitation (1991-1995)
Operation Encourage Hope

Left: Cuny’s Layouts in 1985 in response to Ethiopian refugee influx in Sudan
Right: Arial view of one of the camps near Zakho in 1991, the image shows the iron grid
layout divided by roads into bajeer (settlement), zanon (communities) & gunds (villages)
(Brown, 1995). It is clear the use of the community unit model by Cuny & Intertect.
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Reconstruction & Rehabilitation (1995-2004)
Oil For Food Program (OFFP)
Settlements Rehabilitation Program (SRF)

UNITED NATIONS
CENTRE FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (Habitat)
Settlements Rehabilitation Programme – Northern Iraq

Learning from tradition
to improve housing design

Map of KR-I, with the surveyed sites and selected for the SRP by UN Habitat. (UN Habitat, 2001).

Erbil, October 2001
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Rehabilitation (2005-2011)
Advance Development Provincial
Reconstruction (ADPR)

Left: Daratoo, Kurdistan, Northern Iraq. Collective towns where initially disconnected
from main cities; the fast pace of contemporary urbanization, however, is turning
them in important urban cores. Photo credit Leo Novel in (Recchia, 2014)
Right: Chamchamal and Shoresh Collective towns today turning into urban cores.
Notice the iron-grid layout still visible. Courtesy to wego.here maps (2020)
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The “Habitable”
becoming “Inhabitable”
Triggers of Massive Influxes of
Forced Displacements since
2011: Syrian Crisis and The ISIL

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) Disposition Map in 2016. The
map shows the expansion of ISIS control and the concentration of
ethnic groups in both Syria and Iraq. U.S. Army Maps (2016)
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Spatial Progression
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Left: The Upgraded Shelter Model. This model used in both refugee camps in KR-I effective since 2015 & implantation by PWJ. The images show the process of provision and
self-built. (PWJ, 2019) - Right: Kawergosk Camp, Author 2018
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Spatial Progression
IDPs Camps (waiting for) Closure?
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Left: Ashti IDP Camp in 2018.
Right: Qayyarah Jad’ah IDP Camps. On the left graph shows the
composition of the IDP Camps in one site. 4 of these sites are
closed and tents were ‘removed’. Map by (REACH, CCCM, &
UNHCR, 2020)
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Small Solar Farm Kawergosk Camp (Author-2018).

Kawergosk Refugee Camp: Roads Asphalt coating and Camp Expansion (UNHCR 2019)
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Constellations Of Sites of
Displacements
Sustainability Between Myth and Potentials ?
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